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DISCLAIMER: 
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect the official policy or position of the International Coaching News Magazine, or Noble Manhattan 
Coaching Ltd

Lovelia A. Caracut
Editor, iCN Magazine

Welcome to another exciting edition of the International 
Coaching News (iCN) online magazine!

Our 35th edition, is themed Business Coaching: Building your 
Organisation.  This is loaded with content on a variety of relevant 
topics on the issues that come with the latest trends of business 
coaching, latest coaching models, resources, tips and techniques 
to help coaches, managers, leaders and entrepreneurs achieve 
business goals and potential.

Look out for the article 'Intelligent Thinking, Intelligent Action 
in Private Banking' by Maria Biquet from Greece. This is a case 
study on People Development with measurable and significant 
financial results, where Maria shares her experience of a project 
that was completed at the start of 2019. Another noteworthy 
article 'The Mendeleev of Coaching' by Anikó Uj from 
Germany. In this interview with Laura Komócsin, the creator of 
the Periodic Table of Coaching Tools, Anikó discusses coaching 
tools and methods to ensure their client´s satisfaction at the end 
of the coaching process. Another highlight to look out for is '3 
DOs and 3 DON'Ts so that your sales go through the roof!' by 
Iveta Zaklasnikova of the United Kingdom. Iveta expands on 
how to help to improve your business, using some interesting 
philosophies. And finally, 'Building your Organisation' by 
Mohammed EL-Arabi from Saudi Arabia, discusses what 
are essential for organisations to make sure that they take the 
required steps to ensure they are ready to face challenging and 
uncertain situations that could arrive in various forms.

Each of our columnists, too numerous to mention individually, 
has taken some really interesting perspectives, and I would 
encourage a thorough read-through of this edition.

Just like all our other editions, this is not just an interesting read, 
but it provides you with helpful personal development ideas 
and professional development techniques to grow your business 
and improve your lifestyle. I hope you enjoy this issue and do let 
us know if there are any topics you'd like to see covered in the 
future.

Lovelia

EDITOR'S NOTE

https://www.facebook.com/internationalcoachingnews
https://www.pinterest.com/icnonline/pins/
https://twitter.com/ICN_online
https://www.international-coaching-news.net/
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Remember, not every big dream has to come to 
fruition of a ‘mission accomplished.’ But, every 
big dream may have a kernel of an action step 
that will help you think outside the proverbial 
box and could potentially spark a new idea to do 
something you’re currently doing better, faster, 
or at a higher level of income producing effect? 

How Can Big Thinking
Grow Your Business?

Take a moment and ask yourself: What is your 
dream for your business? Do you want to be 
the next Amazon or Uber? Do you want to be 
the biggest XYZ firm in your city or part of the 
country? Are you looking to take your business 
nationwide or worldwide? 

Do you even allow yourself to have those big 
dreams? Many business owners, when asked, 
‘What is the big dream for your business this 
year’ will say: 

1. I would like to bring in an additional 
$1,000 a month.

2. I would like to grow by 10% in clients 
and income.

3. I would like to outsource some of my 
tasks.

4. I will be happy to maintain the status 
quo.

5. I had not even thought of a big dream… 
I’m just trying to maintain my current 
level.

This is what I call ‘expectation’ thinking. You 
expect to stay where you are and that thinking 
leads to you getting exactly what you expected. 
What if you allowed yourself the audacity to say, 
‘I would like to grow my income by $5,000 a 
month’ or ‘I want to exceed last year’s sales by 
50%’.

What’s stopping you?

Is it because you are afraid to think big? What 
do you think would have happened if Henry 
Ford hadn’t thought big? Would we have had 
automobiles? Every successful business started 
out as a small idea that was pushed to higher 
levels by an entrepreneur who thought big. 

Do you surround yourself with dream squashers or are you surrounded by individuals who listen to 
your dreams for your business and urge you to pursue them? Do you think big for your business? 
Do you look at where your business stands today and think, ‘this is good enough’ or ‘what if I try 
something new and it upsets the successes I have attained?’ Do you give yourself enough credit to 
allow yourself to dream big?

How Big Thinking Can 
Grow Your Business
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by Anne Bachrach (USA)

https://www.blnetworking.net/agenda.html


Here are some steps to implement
– today! – to help you think bigger. 

1. Ask bigger questions.

2. Network with other big thinkers. 

3. Find big thinking experiences and join in. 

4. Look at origin stories for other big thinkers.

5. Don’t toss out any idea – no matter how 
audacious it seems. From that huge big 
thought may come your next spark of an idea 
that will grow your business! 

6. Ask staff for ideas they might have to 
accelerate your business growth.

When you are putting your big idea into practice, don’t 
forget to plan for the infrastructure your business 
might need to support this big idea if it comes to 
fruition. 

Write down your income goals. Write down your goals 
for hiring new team members. Get a picture in your 
mind of what your life would look like if you achieved 
that big thinking goal. Don’t put it off any longer. It’s 
time to get busy!
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Big, audacious goals don’t have to become 
setbacks if you did not achieve a 50% higher 
sales revenue. If you shot from 50% and achieved 
30% is not that a big win? It’s certainly a bigger 
win than a 10% increase. Although if you had 
considered a 10% increase you would likely have 
met that, but would it feel as good as aiming for 
50% and attaining 30%? Probably not! 

How can you become a big thinker
in your business?

Ask bigger questions. When you 
think big, you aim higher. When 
you think big you push yourself out 

of your comfort zone and take a chance. It’s 
exhilarating to take that leap. Ask yourself, 
‘What would life and my business look like 
if I grew the business by 40, 50 or even 60% 
this year?’ There is no harm in asking those 
bigger questions. In fact, the answer to ‘what 
would it look like’ may be the motivating 
factor in your pursuing that big goal. 

Network with like-minded big 
thinkers. If you surround yourself 
with entrepreneurs who are always 

asking, ‘what if’ you may pick up their energy 
and start asking your own business ‘what 
if’s.’ If you surround yourself with people 
who are happy to go with the path their 
business is on and not take a detour, you 
will likely be pulled down that complacent 
path. Involve yourself with big thinkers and 
you will feel more comfortable announcing 
your big goal! Find a mastermind group of 
big thinkers to help you, might be an option.

Find out where other big thinkers 
got their start. Did mega-companies 
like Amazon, Apple, Microsoft 

or Uber start out as successes? What is 
the backstory – the origin story for those 
businesses? When you know the humble 
beginnings of mega companies, you may 
find the inspiration to think bigger yourself. 
If those company owners had not been big 
thinkers and pushed their businesses toward 
large goals, they would not be companies we 
would have heard of, right? 

Don’t let yourself get mired in the past

If you had tried something in the past and it did not 
work. Pull that information out and ask yourself 
what went wrong, how you could change that 
today and what experiences do you have now that 
you did not think that can help? A past ‘failure’ is 
simply an experiment that didn’t pan out. Don’t 
let a fear of failure stop you from thinking big. 

Ask yourself, ‘Don’t you want more?’ If that 
question makes you uncomfortable or makes you 
shout, ‘yes!’ Then get started today on your next 
big idea! 

ABOUT ANNE M. BACHRACH

Anne M. Bachrach is known as 
The Accountability Coach™.  She has 
over 23 years of experience training 
and coaching.  Business owners and 
entrepreneurs who utilise Anne’s 
proven systems and processes work 
less, make more money, and have a 
more balanced and successful life. 

Anne is the author of the books, 
Excuses Don’t Count; Results Rule!, 
and Live Life with No Regrets; How 
the Choices We Make Impact Our 
Lives, No Excuses!, and The Work Life 
Balance Emergency Kit.

Go to www.accountabilitycoach.com/
Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/ 
and get 3 FREE gifts including a special 
report on 10 Power Tips for Getting 
Focused, Organised, and Achieving 
Your Goals Now.  Join the FREE Silver 
Inner Circle Membership today and 
receive 10% off on all products and 
services, in addition to having access 
to assessments and high-content 
resources to help you achieve your 
goals so you can experience a more 
balanced and successful life (https://
www.accountabi l i tycoach.com/
coaching-store/inner-circle-store/).

https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/


I am an ACC coach, and I totally understand 
that it might feel overwhelming to think about 
how the heck you are going to cut through the 
internet noise and excel as a coach. 

I was once there, trust me. I don’t care if you are 
a life, transformational, health, relationship or ‘a 
headstand’ coach - I mean any coach. You will 
get clients quickly if you follow the steps here. If 
you are ready to build an impactful, sustainable, 
profitable coaching business without banging 
your heads against the wall, read on.
 
Guess the best part, I will show you how to 
build a business without much budget or a fancy 
website. 

So, let’s begin! 

COACHING
Ok, ok, this should be step 0 because I 
assume you are a coach, but just to be 

safe -first, you need a proper coaching training 
(ICF accredited) and TONS of coaching with 
clients under your belt. No questions asked.

FOUNDATION
Having a solid foundation is 
absolutely essential, but believe it or 

not, many coaches skip this part. I don’t know 
why.

Coaches usually go straight into building their 
website and logo, posting randomly on social 
media, but this usually does not attract any 
clients. 

Now, on second thought, maybe they just don't 
know any better. So, what’s included in the 
foundation that you must have before setting up 
your Facebook business page? 

   1 Find your niche 

- Find a group of people that have a specific 
problem. And your coaching will be the solution 
to their problem. 

   2 Create a marketing message

- Explain clearly what you do by specifying the 
categories of people you work with and how you 
will help them. 

I assume you are either just starting your business, or you have been in yours for a while and 
wondering how to consistently attract amazing clients so that you can do what you love to do, help 
others, and have a life full of freedom. 

5 Steps That 
Will Set Your 

Coaching Business 
On Fire
by Iveta Zaklasnikova (UK)

You can use one of these templates:

• I help ___ (niche) to ____ (what they 
want) without ____ (the problem they 
have). 

• I help ___ (niche) to ____ (what they 
want) with ______ (your unique tool/
technique) without ____ (the problem 
they have). 

• I teach ___ (niche) ____ (the problem 
+ what they want) ____ with (emotion 
they want to feel).

Here are a few examples:

• I help coaches get FULLY BOOKED 
without wasting money on paid ads. 

• I help young dads lose belly fat with the 
help of herbs and without going to the 
gym. 

• I teach mums and their sons to keep 
talking through the teen years with 
ease. 

   3 Design a package 

- You want to create a specific program (one 
on one or group) instead of charging per hour.  
Why? Because selling coaching per hour is damn 
hard! 

Why?

Because most people still don’t understand why 
they should pay a coach $200 per hour to ‘fulfil 
their potential’ or ‘bring more balance into their 
lives.’
You want to create an offer with a clear result, so 
that people understand what they pay you for. 

For example, the package of a health coach who 
works with young dads might look like this: 

6 month program, 12 private online coaching 
sessions, 6 steps coach, and the client to work 
on: 1. Vision 2. The power of herbs 3. Breaking 
bad habits 4. Learning new habits 5. Grounding 
and meditations 6. Next steps.

ENERGY 
This step is very important because 
no marketing strategy will work 

unless one learns how to manage their fears and 
doubts.

So, here is the thing. 

Entrepreneurship is not easy. Especially if you 
run your business from home. The fears such 
as ‘what if people judge me?’ ‘what if it does not 
work?’ or ‘what if I don’t get any clients?’ are not 
helpful but definitely not uncommon. 

Yes, you are not alone!

So, learn to listen to your emotions, and before 
you open your laptop to work on your business, 
check within yourself, how do you feel? What 
unhelpful thoughts are running through?

And use the coaching techniques you learnt to 
free all unhelpful thoughts or find someone to 
help you. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

You want to find where your niche hangs out. Are 
they on Facebook? Do they spend more time on 
LinkedIn? Or are they checking their Instagram 
20 times a day? Find where they are and become 
present on that platform. 

And guess what, you don’t need a website or 
a shiny logo to find clients. Just focus on one 
platform, give TONS value, share tips, and most 
importantly - be authentic. 

You have got to remember one thing - there are 
THOUSANDS of clients for you, but you have got 
to get in front of them to show them how you can 
help them. 

If you don’t show up, how will they know you 
exist? 

LEARN HOW TO SELL

You can be the best coach in the world, have 
an amazing niche, and a ready-to-go program, 
but if you don't know how to conduct a sales 
conversation, it won’t work (you’ve got to get 
paid too!). 

The best way to learn how to sell?  

Search google for a sales script that might help 
and start practicing. 

As they say - practice makes perfect. 

Voila! 

If you follow these steps, commit, and show up 
consistently, you will see an avalanche of clients 
coming your way!

So, roll up your sleeves and go help people – they 
are waiting for YOU. 

ABOUT IVETA ZAKLASNIKOVA

Iveta Zaklasnikova is a No B.S. 
Business Coach for Adventurous Spirits 
(Coaches/Therapists/Healers).

She helps her clients get FULLY BOOKED 
in 111 days without paid ads by blending 
strategy, energy work and brain science. 

Check out her website: https://www.
ivetazaklasnikova.com/ and if you’re 
ready to ditch the constant hustle and 
learn how to bring a consistent stream of 
clients your way, contact her on her SM:

FB: www.facebook.com/ivetazakl/
LI:  linkedin.com/in/ivetazaklasnikova/
IG: instagram.com/ivetazaklasnikova/
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The Road
To A Successful Practice

by Helma Lieberwerth (Netherlands)

Enormous potential

Research conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers 
on behalf of the International Coaching 
Federation shows that the coaching industry is the 
second fastest growing sector in the world. Rapid 
technological changes and social developments 
such as COVID have had an impact on all facets 
of our lives, on work and organisation of work.

More and more people are looking for inner 
security and longing to lead a life based on 
fulfilment and meaning. The demand for 
coaching is increasing. Coaching is becoming 
increasingly important. There is therefore 
enormous potential for the coaching industry.

Obstacles

If an industry is experiencing significant growth, 
you can be assured that it will run into obstacles. 
This also applies to our industry. Image is 
mentioned as the biggest obstacle to coaching. 
Coaching has the image of a profession that 
everyone will take up just like that. It is a liberal 
profession, so that possibility is also there. 

They call themselves a life coach, career coach, 
leadership coach, outdoor coach, homework 
coach, hiking coach, animal coach, clothing 
coach, and so on. And with all these different 
forms of coaching, it is difficult to separate the 
wheat from the chaff, to distinguish the serious 
coaches from projects of people with more 
creative intentions and ditto results.

Why be a coach?

There are several reasons why someone would 
want to work as a coach. There are enterprising 
people who know that there is a lot of demand 
for it, so there is money to be made and 
they want to benefit from that. Others see a 
professional opportunity to help others instead 
of just offering their sympathetic ear to friends. 
Or they are experienced experts and want to help 
others with their experiences. There are many 
other reasons why someone would want to work 
as a coach. Very valid reasons for them. Which, 
however, only have a positive effect if you take 
into account the fact that the profession of coach 
is a consequence of who you essentially are and 
what you have to contribute uniquely to this 
world.

Coaching is a booming business, and at the same time a relatively young field. For you as a coach, 
this brings all kinds of possibilities, and certainly also challenges. Because, how do you get noticed 
and how do you distinguish yourself from all those other coaches? How do you ensure that you 
attract the right clients? Many a coach worry their heads about this. While there is only one thing 
you should know and fulfil. That points the way to a successful practice. What that is and how that 
forms the basis for your success as a coach, that is what this article is about.

https://www.ivetazaklasnikova.com
https://www.ivetazaklasnikova.com
http://www.facebook.com/ivetazakl/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ivetazaklasnikova/
http://www.instagram.com/ivetazaklasnikova/
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Unique contribution

Every person is in the world to contribute something 
unique, to themselves and to a specific group of people. 
I call that your Intention of Being. An Intention of 
Being is expressed in one or two words. For example: 
being, place, expression, movement. It's not something 
you can imagine or reason, but it's what and who 
you essentially are, from every cell in your body. You 
automatically live your life out of it, from the very 
beginning. There are several elements that make up 
your Intention of Being. They indicate exactly where, 
for whom and how you contribute from your Intention 
of Being. In addition, you go through a life school to 
let you experience the urgent desire to fully contribute 
from your Intention of Being.

Success as a coach

Knowing the wording of your Intention of Being is one 
thing, knowing which specific group of people you are 
there for is an important deal maker. The environment 
in which you were born shows exactly to which specific 
group of people, where and in what way you have to 
contribute from your Intention of Being. I call this 
your context. You could see your context as the target 
group you have to serve. The context is defined in a 
number of parts, such as where your Intention of Being 
is missing, focused on products, processes or people, 
independently or in paid employment, or at the same 
place or en route, and there are more.

The road

So the road to a successful practice is loud and clear. 
There is only one thing you need to know: that the work 
fits the fulfilment of your Intention of Being and that 
you stick strictly to working from your context. Then 
you naturally attract the right clients and you stand out 
from the crowd. Then you deliver beautiful and effective 
results for your clients, you are an inspiring example of 
our craftsmanship for them and your colleagues.

ABOUT HELMA LIEBERWERTH

Helma Lieberwerth is the 
worldwide authority for providing 
insight into how you can be your 
true self. She has a phenomenal 
talent to give meaning to signals that 
we receive on how to live a fulfilling 
life from inner trust. She described 
her revolutionary view on people 
and personal growth in her vision 
Intention of Being.

She also developed the paradigm 
shifting guiding methodology 
Quaning. Helma has more than 35 
years of international experience in 
guiding, training and inspiring people 
and in educating and guiding leaders, 
Quaners, trainers and consultants. 

Publications
Whitepaper Intention of Being, 
Magazine Coaching Craftsmanship 
Rules!, ICN and currently writing 
a book on Intention of Being – 
expected publication date: winter 
2021

Socials
Licentrix:

Quaning methodology:
website | Facebook | Insta

Helma Lieberwerth:
website | Linkedin 
Youtube | Facebook | Insta

3 Ways to Create Success 
in Your Business

by Ruby McGuire (UK)

When I work with business owners wanting to be successful, they often tell me their limiting beliefs 
and negative self-talk can prevent them from believing that success is possible. They state they are 
trying everything that can create success, yet their business is not growing. All of these 'stories' are 
unhelpful.

What stories are you telling yourself 
around being successful?

If you are telling yourself you can't attract clients 
(I call them 'dreamies'), the reality is likely that 
you're struggling to attract clients. 

Here are three ways to create success in your 
business:

Act As If

There are four main steps to Acting As If:

1. Get crystal clear on what you want to 
achieve, i.e. I'd like five paying clients.

2. Reverse engineering - Work out what the 
outcome is you want to achieve (get specific)

 ► How many clients?

 ► On what package(s) specifically?

 ► How much would you like to earn and 
by when? 

Once you have that information, work backwards, 
listing every step you need to take to reach that 
outcome. Then start taking action, one baby step 
at a time.

3. Play - We get too serious in business - play 
with possibility, get curious, make your 
business fun. Say to yourself, ‘I wonder what 
could be possible if ....’

4. Believe it's possible. Create an action plan 
to make it happen. 

How would you behave in your business today 
if you acted as a successful business owner 
already? Someone that is confident, successful, 
good at what they do and takes action. 

 ► What would you be doing differently? 

 ► How would you feel? 

 ► What brave action would you take if 
you were that person now?

If you know someone who has the success you 
want, ask yourself, 'What would xxx do?' (i.e., 
What would Richard Branson do?) You may find 
it helps you to take some inspired action.

Action: Where would 'Acting As If' create 
success in your business? Step into the persona 
of a successful business owner and track your 
results.

https://www.licentrix.com/
https://www.quaningmethodology.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Quaningmethodology
https://www.instagram.com/quaningmethodology/
https://www.helmalieberwerth.info/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helmalieberwerth/
https://www.youtube.com/user/helmalieberwerth
https://www.facebook.com/HelmaLieberwerthQuaning
https://www.instagram.com/helmalieberwerth/
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Get 1% Better

You will probably have heard the analogy of 
being on a plane shifting just one degree, with the 
result being over time, you end up in a completely 
different place to your original destination. The 
same applies in business. Often by shifting 1% 
can create massive progress.

I decided to play with this 1% idea outside of 
my business. I wanted to read every day, but I 
was too busy. So instead of setting a big goal, 
I committed to reading one page every single 
day. I tracked this new habit, and interestingly, 
yet unsurprisingly, I was finally getting some 
reading done. That one page turned into two, and 
three, and twenty. All because of a commitment 
to being 1% better.

What 1% improvement could you make in your 
business this week, this month, this year?

Could you:

 ► Reach out to one past client a week to 
offer your services?

 ► Write one more newsletter a month 
with an offer?

 ► Research a blog to write for, and 
submit a guest article to get your 
name out there?

To create success, you need to be consistent and 
keep making continuous improvements in your 
business. That's when you start to make progress.
Action: Define a 1% improvement you could 
make in your business and the steps you need to 
take to get you there.

Use the 80/20 Rule

Vilfredo Pareto coined the phrase, Pareto 
Principle. The rule says that 20% of what you do 
will create 80% of the results, also known as the 
80/20 rule. It's a great way to boost productivity 
where you start to notice where you are wasting 
time.

Once you get clear on what that 20% is, you can 
ditch much of what you do. It frees up loads of 
time. If 80% of your results come from 20% 
of your action, what could that mean for your 
business?

If your 20% is doing Facebook (FB) lives which 
creates 80% of the business, why spend so much 
time writing blog posts? It would make more 
sense to focus on the FB lives, no?

Let's relate it to life:

 ► You may have a massive wardrobe 
of clothes, but you only wear 20% of 
them.

 ► You may have an extensive list of 
meals that you could prepare, but you 
stick with about 20% of them.

 ► I own a ridiculous amount of crafting 
goodies, but I only use about 20% of 
them.

 ► You will likely have loads of apps on 
your phone, but you will mostly use 
about 20% of them.

How do you define your 20%, though?

We could sit here and calculate where you are 
spending your time and whether they are on 
low-medium-high-end tasks. I would encourage 
you to do that for a time to know whether you're 
focusing on action producing results. However, 
you can also do this less mathematically (my 
preferred choice personally - I never did get on 
so well with maths!) 

I bet if you wrote a list of clients (past and 
current), it's likely to be the same people. So 
nurture those people rather than trying to bring 
in more new leads. 

It makes more business sense to focus on them 
rather than spend time getting more people to 
connect with you. I am not saying don't grow 
your list and connections. I am saying nurture the 
fabulous dreamies you already have relationships 
with.

If you knew that 80% of your work comes from 20% 
of what you do to grow your business, what would 
you do differently?

I know that my 20 percenters (is that even a word?!) 
come from:

 ► Writing (online articles, blogging, 
newsletters, books)

 ► Connecting with people 1:1 through 
virtual coffee chats

 ► Podcast show

 ► Referrals/Affiliates

So knowing that means that I can spend my time 
much more wisely. 

Is it worth me doing more FB lives when that's not 
where most of my business originates? No. Writing 
brings in more business for me. Fact. That's one of 
the areas where I now focus my attention.

Action: What's your 80/20 rule? Take some time 
this week to figure it out because it really can help 
you work smarter, not harder.

ABOUT RUBY MCGUIRE

Ruby McGuire is a Business & Mindset 
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IAPC&M, Trainer, Inspirational Speaker 
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a success mindset and attract dreamie 
clients. She is a Brit on a mission to live a 
simpler life without marketing on social 
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Your Fabulous Biz, and here where she 
shares her Mini Guide to Marketing 
Without Social Media. When she’s not 
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books, making hand-made cards, and 
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and chickens (usually with a Whittard 
Vanilla cappuccino in her hand)!
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There is no shame in wanting to progress your 
career prospects, but you have to take intentional 
action and have a professional development plan 
that meets your needs.  So, if you are serious 
about your career development strategy, then 
you have to take proactive and practical action. 
Here are 3 simple tips to kick-start your plan: -

Learn to shine!

No more hiding behind the ‘my work will speak 
for itself’ mantra.  Become that person who owns 
and is recognised as someone who possesses high 
potential, superior performance and exceptional 
communication skills; rather than someone who 
is happy for other team members to benefit from 
your work.

It’s important to use this time to sharpen 
your leadership skills and start to take notice 
of how you make people feel e.g. colleagues, 
management, clients etc. if you want to position 
yourself as a ‘thought’ leader, you will need a 
greater sense of self-awareness which supports 
how you fix and upgrade your ‘authentic brand.’

Remember, your organisation is looking for you 
to perform, but also known to the right members 
of the senior management team. 

There is a focus on diversity and inclusion, 
so this is the time for diverse talent to create 
opportunities to shine in front of the right people.  
You have to be intentional and set yourself up for 
success.

Now that we are working differently, look at 
how you are showing up online and offline.  Is 
It representative of the person you want to be 
seen as professionally?  It’s great to reach out to 
people regularly and with confidence – you will 
be surprised what you learn!

Take Responsibly and
Act Strategically

You don’t need to know it all.  It’s OK to ask for 
support, feedback and help as you re-evaluate 
your career advancement strategy!  

Be clear about your career goals and expectations 
and ensure that your manager is aligned and 
supportive of your new found vision and 
expectations.  Therefore, it’s important that 
you are holding management accountable and 
interested in the advancement of your goal 
setting and career development.  

As we said before, it’s time to shine.

https://westminster.global/uk/

Easy online application to immediate issuance of insurance
certificate and cover

Insurance for individuals, partnerships, limited companies, entities
and groups

   >> Up to £5 million cover for UK customers
   >> Up to €6.5 million cover for Eire customers
      >> Over 400 different business practices covered

For a SPECIAL DISCOUNT visit:
https://westminster.global/uk/?Introducer=2

Combined Professional Indemnity,
Public Liability and Medical Malpractice INSURANCE

BE READY. BE SECURED. How Are You Showing Up
in Your Organisation?
by Sonia Brown (UK)

While many of us are working from home, this is a great time for new leaders to push through the 
crowed work space and find opportunities to be ‘invited to’ the networks of influence, but more 
importantly invited to sit at the ‘table.’  

https://uk.westminster.global/
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Find opportunities for getting greater exposure 
through your networks, associations, development 
and conferences that will help you to accelerate 
your growth and brand.

Not everything will be positive or go to plan, but 
learn from these disruptions and move on quickly. 
Where possible enter a leadership development 
programme to upgrade your skills, insights and 
tools. This will help you to keep on track!

Take care of your health and well being

Whilst it’s great to focus on goals and your vision, 
don’t forget to look at how you are developing your 
‘inner self.’

Not everyone works in a truly inclusive diverse 
work place.  Recognise that sometimes there is a 
lingering disconnect of feelings and this is showing 
up as anxiety, stress and undiagnosed depression. 
Work balance has never been so important, 
especially for women who have been impacted the 
most since the pandemic. 

Career empowerment means that you have to 
ensure (and want to feel) that you ‘belong’ in your 
organisation and your career journey is taking you 
where you want to go!  If you understand your 
value, you will get the best out of your personal and 
professional performance going forward.  

You know the score; lots of water, healthy diet, 
walking, running and where possible a sport 
activity.

In closing, I would suggest that if you are serious 
about your career advancement, then get yourself a 
professionally, recognised coach.  

Why?

It’s simple.  They will help you to define your 
corporate journey and agree your (realistic) plan of 
action, whilst making you accountable for achieving 
your goals.  This is not a six week, month, year 
plan – this should be at least a ten-year plan where 
you discuss how you need to upskill, overcome 
potential challenges and gain guidance from your 
own professional cheerleader.

Ladies, don’t be shy about pursuing your career 
advancement strategy.  This is the time to be BOLD!

ABOUT SONIA BROWN MBE

Sonia Brown MBE is an award-winning 
DE&I and business owner; marketing 
and branding specialist; speaker on the 
intersection of female business, politics 
and leadership issues.

She is the founder of the National Black 
Women’s Network; Let’s Talk Business; 
Inspirational Women’s Super-Summit; 
SistaTalk; EVOLVE Business Programme; 
Female and BAME Business Forum and the 
Connected Woman forum.

@soniatalks | www.nbwn.org

‘Intelligent Thinking, Intelligent Action’ 
in Private Banking

A Case Study in People Development with 
Measurable and Significant Financial Results!

by Maria Biquet (Greece)

The main idea/intention/need was to bring 
Energy, Innovation and Action to the team. Not 
an easy task, especially in the context of a very 
big conservative Bank. 

Our assignment became
a real ‘Game Changer’

The Client is the Private Banking Division of a 
large Bank that has merged and absorbed other 
banks in the last decade. The Director of this 
Division needed to change the mentality and 
behaviour of his people. 

Being a real ‘Game Changer’ himself, he wanted 
to see changes immediately in his people; he 
wanted them to have high energy and perform. 
The duration of the project could not exceed 
4 months and should include everyone in the 
department. 

Meeting the purpose and expectations

From our initial meetings it was clear from the 
outset that the purpose of the project was to 
increase energy in the system and make people 
think differently, create new ideas and act. 

In Leadership Development and People Development most of us Consultants and Coaches have 
interesting cases to share and learn from each other. I would like to share my experience of a project 
that was completed at the start of 2019 and I believe is really worth analysing because of its proven 
financial results.
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The need of the team was: 

a. Align in a higher level of energy 
together and at the same time 

b. Learn to be open to change and learn 
to innovate.

Our client expected his teams, by the end of the 
program, to have absorbed and incorporated this 
‘higher level of energy’ in their way of working 
that exceeded the current ways of being in the 
work environment and become more innovative 
as individuals and as a team.

Our ‘Code 15’ methodology, personal 
involvement and the future 

Diagnostics and findings

The organisation had merged (acquired) another 
6 smaller banks in the last years and most of 
the employees coming from those Banks were 
demoted to lower roles and positions and 
therefore were disappointed and demotivated. 

The culture in the Bank apart from hierarchical 
and conservative was mostly ruled by 
interventions by political acquaintances that 
would promote specific people to higher positions 
or even to middle management roles; therefore, 
people without political connections would have 
very limited chances for progress and promotion.

Recognising the culture, we needed to find ways 
to inject energy into the system required us to use 
a methodology based on a systemic approach. 

Therefore, we analysed the system and perform 
our diagnostics in order to understand what sort 
of interventions we should introduce. We also 
used our methodology of ‘Code 15’ to instigate 
new thinking, energy and action.

In our case, we found out that the system was 

• Very hierarchical, 

• Bound to processes and procedures, 

• With overlapping roles and 
responsibilities; 

Some of the basic functions that affected directly 
the customer experience belonged to different 
Divisions within the Bank, which made it very 
difficult for the people to control the process and 
the result,

We also found:

• Lack of responsibility 

• Lack of ownership 

• Reluctance to innovate or propose new 
ideas and solutions

• Focus and priority to internal processes 
instead of focus and priority on the 
client

• Coupled with fear and disappointment 
because of explicit politics that were 
ruling the whole organisation. 

The fear, apart from the previous reasons, was a 
result of big changes not only in the Bank and the 
merge of all the Banks into one, but also by the 
fact that Banking sector had changed completely 
in the country in the last 10 years of the crisis, 
with tenths of thousands of jobs lost and with a 
future that was not very promising for the ‘old 
school’ of Banking. 

The idea was to make people ACT in a 
DIFFERENT way NOW. Who, What and 
How

From our diagnostics, and consulting with our 
client following the debrief, we all decided that 
a new behaviour needed to be built that would 
have immediate results and people would be 
able to feel it, see it, like it and enjoy it.

Our client who is the Head of the Division is a 
very open minded person who wanted to change 
everything at once. So he was very open to our 
ideas and programme, but he also demanded 
results from the first day and would become very 
anxious and impatient with people when they 
did not respond immediately. 

So, on the one hand, we had a very supportive 
client, open minded and positive to change; that 
was the most important aspect of our success 
because we were free to design and deliver the 
programme in the most appropriate way for 
the team. He has also involved everyone in the 
team from the lowest to the highest level so that 
everybody had access to a new way of thinking 
and action. He has also involved his General 
Manager (his own supervisor) so that he had the 
support of the Board of the Bank.

On the other hand, we had to provide him with 
very intensive ‘personal coaching’ to make him 
allow his people time to absorb the new ideas 
and start experimenting without criticizing or 
discouraging them.

Expected and unexpected reactions: 
Begins with personal development and 
connecting to group/team solutions

People were expecting another ‘as usual’ training 
and were a bit surprised to realise that the whole 
programme was based on their participation and 
contributions. 

Every step of the way in delivering the programme 
we took a coaching approach that enabled 
personal development and facilitated process 
change with tangible results.

What they did not expect was that we were there 
to support them to think of new ideas and most 
importantly make them take action now. At every 
team session we would check on their progress 
while providing new tools for innovation and 
personal development. So, they were interested 
personally because every time they would get a 
new tool to improve themselves and at the same 
time they were making progress toward an idea 
that they had presented in a previous workshop.

We expected a lot of resistance and of course we 
got a lot of it. The fear that existed in the system 
was maintaining the ‘Don’t change’ Culture and 
therefore they would say ‘we can’t innovate’ 
‘we can’t change anything because of strict 
regulations and heavy administration’. With time 
and space, shifts began to happen whereby they 
have started talking to each other about possible 
solutions that they had never discussed before.

And in the follow up sessions evolved to a 
laboratory of new ideas where everybody was 
asked to speak and participate and then plan the 
implementation of a very small personal change, 
what we call ‘a fractal’. Eventually everybody was 
discussing about their own ‘fractals’ and how 
that helped them improve their everyday work. 

The real bonus – the really unexpected - was that 
they started cooperating as groups or teams to 
implement their ideas and taking responsibility 
and ownership in their new changes and projects. 
Each person contributed with one action that was 
easy and feasible for them and in the end, we got 
great results in just four months of intervention. 
Paying attention to what each individual needed 
is integral to a big change programme.

Measured Results (based on KPI’s):
In four months of intervention in the Division’s 
Sales teams the following KPIs had improved on 
average by:

• +25% Transactions
• +25% clients contacts (by phone)
• +15% clients meetings
• +12% improvement in compliance 

documents
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• A completely new process for the flow 
of requests towards major central units 
of the Bank (custody, legal, operational 
centres)

• Took the initiative to start scheduling 
meetings with other related Divisions of 
the Bank to exchange best practices and 
know how

• Started to run an internal research  in the 
Bank to get new ideas for improvements 
and find out how to improve their service 
to internal clients (basically the Personal 
Bankers, the Legal and Governance Dpts)

• And the most impressive of all: in our 
last workshop they said: ‘now we know 
we are ONE team providing the most 
important service to our internal clients!’

Final thoughts

The whole project was much more successful 
than we expected given the difficulty in the 
context. We realised that people can be very 
open and positive even to advanced tools and 
methodologies like our ‘Code 15’ when we adapt 
them to their personal needs.

We really enjoyed working with all the teams 
who gradually achieved the highest quality of 
teamwork. We engaged with them, supported 
them in every small or big issue and gained their 
trust; in fact we became part of the ‘family’. Our 
close connection with each one of them together 
with the ‘Code 15’ were the secret recipe for 
excellent results!
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How they achieved this we share in more 
detail below:

A new way to run a happy
and productive meeting.

They changed the structure and style of their 
Weekly meetings to encourage younger people 
to contribute with new ideas. The new structure 
includes:

• Brainstorming on new ideas for process 
improvement

• ‘Superlinear meeting’ of 30 minutes 
to think of a new innovative ways to 
further improve Customer Service – 
with priority to the youngest members 
of the team

• Alignment between them about market 
news, client news, Banking news 
and sharing best practices as well as 
discussing with colleagues about ideas 
and solutions to difficult cases.

As a result of those meetings two of the Sales 
Teams reorganised their roles internally to fit 
better each person’s potential:

• Introduced an internal Re-organisation 
of types of Personal Bankers (hunters 
& farmers = more aggressive & more 
conforming)

• A new role for specific Administrative 
and Compliance support was created 
and assigned to one person in the 
team, which saved 1 hour per day per 
Private Banker and 5 hours/week which 
resulted in more client meetings  and 
more transactions 

• Internal reorganisation changed the role 
of 2 of the Heads of Sales teams who got 
more actively involved in serving special 
categories of clients and increased 
transactions as well. 

New Style of Communication

The learnings from our ‘Code 15’ were also 
applied in their communication with clients after 
they understood practically the value of some 
‘fractals’:

• Their communication to the client 
became warmer and friendlier by: more 
open questions, more meetings, more 
phone calls and more ‘excellent service 
surprises’.

• They introduced their ‘personal quality 
survey’ by asking for feedback from their 
clients in a polite and clever way to find 
out in which areas they might need to 
improve. 

• About 45% of the Private Bankers 
rebranded themselves and reintroduced 
themselves adopting the idea of ‘excellent 
personal service’.

Operations and Compliance: the most 
difficult team that made us proud!

The Operations and Compliance Department 
were maybe the most reluctant to change. They 
were split into small groups with monotonous 
tasks that were linked to other functions of the 
Bank outside of the Private Banking and rarely 
interconnected. 

They appeared to be one team because they were 
reporting to the same Manager but they all said 
that they are not a team because their tasks are 
different. They were also the more reactive to 
any change and to any new idea because their job 
is to follow specific detailed processes, rules and 
laws; their job is to apply the regulations.

We presented them ‘Code 15’, the idea of ‘fractals’ 
and ‘Superlinearity’ and made each of them 
so personal to each of them that some of them 
started trying little changes. In the end they 
came up with:
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Hello --- I am Gary Gasaway, Conflict 
Coaching Solutions.

Through my proven and effective 
strategies, I inspire committed 
individuals and couples experiencing 
any kind of conflict to transform these 
conflictive issues into positive solutions. 
And furthermore, I will help you move 
beyond any unwanted or negative 
conflict so that you can enjoy a life that is 
less stressful.

After trying out this elevator speech several 
times, I realised that it just seemed like another 
‘sales pitch’. Don’t get me wrong, it did work, 
and I had some success securing new clients, but 
somehow felt unimpressive. 

Early on, discovering clients usually consisted 
of the normal day to day activities in the general 
public. It would be in grocery stores, home 
improvement stores, or maybe at the local health 
club. The conversation usually began with me 
overhearing a potential client mentioning they 
had some kind of conflict. So, I would jump into 
the conversation and provide my ‘sales pitch’. As 
you can well imagine, using my elevator speech 

as stated above, it just seemed rather dull and 
impersonal. No doubt, a ‘sales pitch’. Again, 
although it had some success, it still felt lifeless. 

But what was it missing? It was missing the 
prime ingredient that deep down; I knew it 
needed: a human touch. That touch, if you 
would, was saying something from the heart. 
Communicating in a loving, positive tone that 
demonstrated caring for others. After all, when 
you think of any type of conflict that a person 
is struggling with, there is always some kind of 
care implicated in helping them to resolve their 
conflict.

Another impactful change was the simple act of 
wearing my business t-shirts when I went out. A 
shirt design that had my logo (Conflict Coaching 
Solutions) on the front of the t-shirt, with phone 
number, and the words: ‘Got Conflict?’ printed 
on the back. Still going to the same locations as 
before, I now had potential clients approaching 
me! They would most often ask me: ‘What is 
conflict coaching all about?’ Just with that 
one question, it opened the door for further 
conversation. Now, I was ready to change my 
elevator speech to a human touch.

So, when someone now approached me, I 
changed my ‘speech’ to communicate more 
caring. It goes something like this:

Elevator Speech Versus
The Human Touch

by Gary Gasaway (USA)

Years ago, when I started organising my life coaching business, I remember practicing my ‘elevator 
speech’ to my fellow trainees in the professional coach training that I was enrolled in. The instructor 
commended me for using the ‘coaching language’; as my niche was focused upon people with conflict 
and adding that I had developed a good opening to introduce myself to attract potential clients. It 
went something like this:

Great day to you … I’m Gary. A pleasure 
to meet you. What is conflict coaching 
you say? I work with people in the area 
of conflict. In fact, I have conflict, you 
have conflict – we all have some kind of 
conflict. The problem exists in resolving 
that conflict and that’s where I come in. 
Do you have a few minutes? I would love 
to talk to you more about it.

Wow! I got immediate response. Not only did 
I attain new clients, but many referrals as well. 
What I also discovered was that I needed to 
better connect with potential clients in such a way 
that would create a special bond for us to work 
together in a caring and effective manner. That 
bond included three distinct caring qualities that 
I believe, creates the best of working relationships 
regarding any kind of business model – mutual 
trust, respect, and a demonstration of showing 
value towards one another.

Let me go into more detail regarding each caring 
quality and why they are vitally important to 
create positive working relationships in my 
coaching business:

A TRUSTING HEART

You must first put a loving touch on a person’s 
heart before they will fully trust your intentions 
to help them regarding any difficult challenges 
in their life. That is how trusting relationships 
are positively built. When others can trust you, 
the emotions of the heart are involved, and they 
are moved into action through this emotional 
connection when support is needed regarding 
the help they seek from you.

It is when we allow others into our lives, it’s 
through a trusting heart that matters. It’s a 
demonstrative mutual trust. In other words, we 
must show others that we can be trusted. This 
works well when there are important decisions 
to be made regarding conflictive areas the client 
is facing.

MUTUAL RESPECT

As it relates to success in working relationships 
and the help they need; everything begins with 
respect. By showing respect also provides trust 
in others. In other words, you show respect even 
before the other has done anything to warrant it.

This however becomes a disclaimer; meaning at 
the same time you should always expect to earn 
respect from others. This is exactly why the life 
coaching is said to be co-creative. Both coach and 
client possess the willingness to work together. 
When you behave as such, it will place respect on 
the coach the quickest by clients and will begin 
the process of a successful working relationship 
when creating support for the coaching assistance 
that the client is seeking.

This topic of respect matters to all your working 
relationships with others. Without it, many of 
these working relationships will fail. To respect 
others, you must show it. When there are crucial 
decisions regarding helping the client resolve 
their conflict, I find that it’s best to do more 
listening than speaking, be pleasant, and make 
the client feel valued by caring about them and 
acknowledging their individual perspectives. By 
doing these simple things with respect, it will open 
the door for successful working relationships.

VALUING OTHERS
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All of us want to feel important in a coach to 
client arrangement and this is accomplished 
by placing a mutual value upon one another 
in the working relationship.

To show that you value someone, you must 
first expect the best from them, and only then, 
assume good motives by their behaviours 
regarding the support you provide them 
in helping the client resolve their conflict. 
Once you demonstrate it, the client then will 
recognise the efforts, and it sets the working 
relationship in motion by you rather than 
you asking for it. In other words, the working 
relationship and its partnership concerning 
the coaching just happens naturally because 
you showed value to the other. 

We all want to be somebody and when 
someone makes the extra efforts to show 
they care about you, it also is a way of 
exhibiting value. There is something about 
when you give away value to another; it 
often comes back to you. That return I am 
referring to, is creating a special working 
relationship between coach and client.

I see the coach to client relationship like 
this:

Trust is built.

Respect is created.

You, the client, feel valued.

Regarding client’s conflict, we go from 
T.R.Y. to D.O. – Developing Optimism in 
resolving the conflict the client is struggling 
with.

In summary, I understood that by changing 
my ‘speech’ to more of a human touch, 
my authentic caring for others was now 
demonstrated. Then, creating a better 
emotional connection with potential clients, 
I focused upon the caring qualities regarding 
mutual trust, respect, and a demonstration 
of value towards my clients. The results? 
Outstanding! These small, organisational 
changes have made a significant and positive 
difference regarding my life coaching 
business. 

ABOUT GARY GASAWAY

Gary is the founder of Conflict Coaching 
Solutions, LLC, a professional life coaching 
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books: The Coach’s Chronicles Trilogy, The 
Reflection Connection, and his newest book: 
A Simple Life – Living Less Complicated, has 
now been released. For additional information 
regarding Gary and his business or books, go 
to: conflictcoachingsolutions.com

   1 It Helps You Stand Out

You have to realise that NO ONE can do 
what you do, like you.  By having a niche, 
it helps you clearly hone in - the exact need 
you are the answer and the way you do it.  
The problem I see many entrepreneurs have 
is what I like to call Milli Vanilli Syndrome. 

Milli Vanilli was one of the most popular groups 
in the late 80’s/early 90’s and actually won a 
Grammy Award for Best New Artist in 1990. 
However, their success quickly turned to scandal 
when it was discovered that they did not sing 
any of the vocals on their music releases.  What 
I see so many business owners do is copy other 
people. They do what they see other people 
post in social media, or because someone is 
successfully building a certain kind of program, 
they determine they should build the same 
program. 

When you do that, you are lip sinking or being a 
copy just like Milli Vanilli. You were not meant to 
be a 2nd rate version of someone else. Standing 
in the full power of your DNA (distinct, natural, 
ability) will help you stand out in a crowded 
market and it will allow your ideal client to find 
you.  

If you are going to stand out in the sea of other people that do what you do in your marketplace, then 
having a clear and focused niche is a must. The more focused you are in your business, the easier it is 
for your ideal client to find you. After all, when you speak to everyone, no one hears what they need 
from you.  Plus, as I always tell my clients, ‘a confused mind does not buy’.  Meaning, if you cannot 
clearly articulate the predictable result your work produces and for who specially, why would anyone 
get it, let alone pay for it.  What all of this means is that ultimately, you do not know the niche you 
serve. This also means your business is not focused or clear. Here are 3 reasons having a niche is a 
must for your business:

How To Stand Out In A Crowded Market: 
The 3 Reasons Having a Niche 
Is A MUST
by Nicole Roberts Jones (USA)

http://www.conflictcoachingsolutions.com
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   2 It Helps Your Clients Find You

Having a niche allows you to speak directly 
to a targeted segment of the population.  I 
said this earlier. You are not everyone’s 
answer, but you are someone’s answer. The 
question is, do you know who your someone 
is?    Imagine if Jeff Bezos started Amazon 
without the niche of selling books online? 
Would his business be where it is today? I 
think not. This is why knowing who your 
ideal client is and speaking only to them is 
so important. 

Many people think targeting a segment of 
the population that you focus on puts you at a 
disadvantage, but it’s actually the opposite. The 
clearer you are and the more you hone in on who 
your ideal client is, the better. 

The example I like to use here is if you had a bow 
and arrow and were aiming at a target (see picture 
of target below), would you aim at all 3 rings in 
the target or just the middle?  The bulls eye? Of 
course you said the bulls eye and the same is true 
in your business. If you try to land on everyone, 
then NO ONE will hear what they need from you.  
Having a niche allows you to speak more directly 
to a targeted group of the population while at the 
same time filtering out anyone who isn’t a good 
fit to work with you.

   3 It Allows You To Create
 Effective Strategy.

Understanding how your niche allows you 
to become the ‘go to’ person in a specific 
area and for whom specifically, allow you 
to create an effective strategy. By focusing 
on marketing, creating additional revenue 
streams or even as you start out, it prepares 
you for long term success as you can create 
an effective strategy around it. According 
to an article I read in Forbes Magazine 
that shared a Bloomberg Report, which 
stated, ‘8 out of 10 entrepreneurs who 
start businesses fail. A whopping 
80% crash and burn.’ One of the main 
reasons they shared was the ‘inability 
to nail a profitable business model with 
proven revenue streams.’ I had to realise 
this the hard way that money is not going to 
magically appear without some kind of plan 
of action in place.  So, how can you ‘bankroll 
your brilliance’ in your business and avoid 
being part of that 80% of entrepreneurs 
who, unfortunately, don’t make it past their 
first year of business? It is by creating a 
system that I call a ‘blueprint’ from which 
you create your marketing strategy, your 
multiple revenue generation strategy = 
everything you do in your business. 

ABOUT NICOLE ROBERTS JONES

Bankroll Your Brilliance Expert & CEO of 
NRJ Enterprises

Nicole Roberts Jones is uniquely 
gifted at one thing – drawing out what’s 
best in YOU and helping you take your 
Brilliance to The Bank. A veteran of the 
entertainment industry, Nicole worked 
in Talent Management and Casting 
before shifting her talents to help others 
Bankroll Their Brilliance through her 
Brilliance Mastery Academy. 

She now works with entrepreneurs to 
create multiple streams of income from 
what they already know in order to build 
an empire from their expertise. Her 
clients have included the Steve Harvey 
World Group, Dell EMC, McDonalds, 
Blue Cross Blue Shield, Lisa Nichols and 
Motivating the Masses, Coach Diversity 
Institute and the BOSS Network to name 
a few.

Nicole is also a nationally recognized 
transformational speaker, bankroll your 
brilliance expert and best-selling author 
of four books, the most recent being Find 
Your Fierce. She lives with her husband in 
a suburb of Washington DC, consulting, 
writing and creating breakthroughs for 
her clients.

Just like when you are building a house, it 
all starts with a blueprint. Your business 
should also have a blueprint that speaks 
to your niche…who you serve and how you 
serve them. From the blueprint you build all 
the marketing and programming that is in 
alignment with your blueprint. I say again, 
‘a confused mind does not buy’ so having a 
strong foundation in which you build your 
business is a must!   

To stand out in a crowded marketplace, you 
must have a clear and focused niche. This will 
allow you to have influence, make an impact 
and the income you truly desire.  Your niche 
makes it a lot easier to attract the right people 
in the right way. Ultimately, you won’t have 
a successful revenue generating business 
without it.



https://coach-accreditation.services/
http://www.leocrystalqueen.com
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The Mendeleev of Coaching
Interview with
Laura Komócsin,
Master Certified
Coach
by Anikó Uj (Germany)

An interview with Laura Komócsin, the 
Mendeleev of coaching, the Creator of the 
Periodic Table of Coaching Tools.

Chemistry and coaching seem to be 
stark opposites. Can you explain 
in layman’s terms how the two are 

related?

When selecting your coach, ‘chemistry’ plays a 
crucial role: how the coach and the client can 
connect on a personal level to create a working 
relationship.

The idea of using chemistry both in the scientific 
and interpersonal sense inspired me. In my 
book ‘Toolful Coach’ I describe 150 different 
coaching tools.  Now I wanted to organise and 
compress them all into a single page that any 
coach can have at hand any time, like chemistry 
students always have a Mendeleev’s periodic 
table at their hands. This compact summary is 
not meant for beginner coaches only, but also 
for experienced ones: I hope to inspire them to 
constantly experiment with new coaching tools 
and methods to ensure their client´s satisfaction 
at the end of the coaching process. 

As a teenager, Laura wanted to become a chemistry teacher. Finally, she decided to study economics 
due to her growing interest in business. After her graduation, she worked for a global management 
consulting company in various countries such as Malaysia, Norway and the Netherlands. As of today, 
she has more than 15 years of experience working as a senior executive coach. Having received 
a lifetime achievement award for establishing the coaching profession in Hungary, publishing 6 
books on coaching, training some 1,000 coaches and achieving the highest coach certification of the 
International Coaching Federation, Laura´s childhood favourite school subject, chemistry, is still 
her passion. And here is the latest result of her two passions, chemistry and coaching, in one: she 
created the periodic table of coaching tools using Mendeleev’s periodic table of elements as a basis. 

Mendeleev’s periodic table 
organises chemical elements 
into different categories and 

groups based on certain parameters 
and properties, and each element has 
a unique chemical symbol. How is the 
periodic table of coaching tools similar?

This periodic table systematically organises 
various coaching tools, while assigning a 
‘symbol’, an abbreviation for each. The SPARKLE 
coaching model divides the coaching process 
into 7 phases, just like Mendeleev’s periodic 
table divides the elements into 7 rows or periods. 
Both tables have 18 columns, and the elements in 
each column are similar to one another. Just like 
Mendeleev’s table includes categories like alkali 
metals, alkaline earth metals, and the likes, our 
system differentiates between tool categories like 
visual or creative writing tools, or tools best used 
in business and executive or business coaching 
(i.e. Assessment Centre, 360 degree assessment, 
SWOT, KPI). Tools marked with orange are 
useful in team coaching too.

The first and last columns contain the most 
frequently used tools in a given coaching phase: 
if you use the tools of these two columns only in a 
specific coaching phase, it will still be successful. 
But you can also venture and try out elements 
from in-between if you have more time or focus 
on that specific coaching phase (i.e. SMART 
goals, positive visualisation, pros and cons, 
scaling, action plan, learning from own mistakes, 
celebration).

There are two extra lines 
underneath the traditional periodic 
table as well as underneath yours. 

What kind of coaching tools might one 
find there?

The first line contains the icebreakers which can 
be used at the beginning of a coaching session 
(i.e. check-in, positive feedback/rumour, TRUST 
model). 

The bottom line has all the elements that function 
as aces up a coach’s sleeve: they can be used well 
at any time, and in any phase of the coaching 
process (i.e. active listening, questioning 
techniques, mirroring, summarising).
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Take Your Coaching Business 
to the Next Level
by Terri Levine (USA)

I know that starting a coaching business or 
running a coaching business can sometimes feel 
daunting - and most coaches are running their 
entity as a business and not a company. Today, 
I present you with a guide to help you shift from 
owning a coaching ‘business’ to truly being the 
CEO of your coaching company. Reading this 
article will help see the distinctions between 
business and company and give you some 
guidelines to follow.

Let’s Start with The Question, ‘What Is a 
Company’?
At a basic level, a company is a separate legal 
entity formed from an association of people that 
engages in business. The members of a company 
share common goals and organise their skills 
and resources accordingly.

Companies can be structured in different ways; 
for example, a corporation, a partnership or a 
sole proprietorship. This then dictates what the 
company’s ownership structure is.

You may believe you own a coaching company 
because you set up a corporation, LLC, or you 
are a public company, a private company, a non-
profit or any other type of corporate entity. 

Just because you say you own a company, let’s 
see if you really do.

Answer these questions honestly:
When someone asks, ‘What do you do?’, do you 
say:

• I am a coach.

Do you engage in tasks that can be delegated, 
automated, or frankly don’t need to be done by 
you? (Such as…)

• Filing

• Paying bills

• Posting on social media

• Answering emails

• Blogging

• Podcasting, etc. 

Then you own a coaching business and are not 
sitting in the CEO chair being the visionary of 
the company. Instead, you are trading time for 
money and not creating a dynasty of wealth or a 
legacy for your family. Your entity is not sellable 

The other day a coaching client asked me, ‘What’s the difference between owning a coaching business 
and owning a coaching company?’. Because this answer is so critically important to your success, I 
am doing a deep dive into this article. 

How was your coaching periodic 
table received?

Frankly, it exceeded my expectations. Within a 
matter of days, more than 50 people volunteered 
to test the table and give their thoughts, feedback 
and suggestions on how to make it even better. 
Amongst the volunteers there were chemists 
and chemistry teachers, coaches of course, HR 
professionals, and people who are somehow 
involved in both fields. This is why the periodic 
table is even better now than in its original 
version. For example, the ‘Saying No Checklist’ 
tool was originally assigned the symbol ‘SNC’, 
and then my colleague Anikó Uj suggested its 
chemical symbol should be changed to ‘NO’ so 
that it can be recognised more easily.

The GG symbol was changed to GrGr thanks to 
a volunteer working in HR, who also happens to 
be a cat-lover. 

Just like in the original periodic table, it is not 
always easy to remember all the symbols so we 
included the full name of each tool underneath 
the corresponding symbol. 

Who and when should use this 
table?

At first, I started working on it with beginner 
coaches in mind. Then I often found myself 
peering at the laminated copy on my desk while 
preparing for a coaching session. Accessing all 
the tools on a single page in an organised and 
compressed fashion is a major help when it comes 
to finding the right tools for certain topics or 
phases where you lack ideas. So I wholeheartedly 
recommend its use to leaders with a coaching 
mindset as well. 

This year our clients will receive a complimentary 
copy of the table as our Christmas present. 
Those studying coaching and buying our books 
will also receive one with their book purchase to 
help facilitate the widespread use of the coaching 
periodic table.
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or scalable and you will benefit from what I will 
share.

If someone is to ask me, ‘What do you do?’ 
my response is, ‘I am the CEO of a coaching/
consulting agency’. 

The tasks I do as the CEO are what the highest-
ranking executive of a company does. This means 
that I know my primary responsibilities include 
making major corporate decisions, managing the 
overall operations and resources of the company, 
acting as the main point of communication and 
being the public face of the company.

When I established my coaching/consulting 
agency, 27 years ago, I did so as a company 
owner, not a business owner. I moved into being 
the CEO from day one focusing on:

1. Leading the development and execution 
of short-term and long-term strategies

2. Making lower-level business decisions 
(e.g., hiring of team members). 

3. Delegating tasks to others on the team

4. Communicating, on behalf of the 
company

5. Leading the development of the 
company’s short- and long-term strategy

6. Creating and implementing the company 
vision and mission

7. Evaluating the work of other leaders 
within the company

8. Maintaining awareness of the 
competitive market landscape, expansion 
opportunities, industry developments, 
etc.

9. Ensuring that the company maintains 
high social responsibility wherever it 
does business

10. Assessing risks to the company and 
ensuring they are monitored and 
minimized

11. Setting strategic goals and making sure 
they are measurable and describable

Can you see the difference between thinking like 
a coach who runs a business or practice vs. a 
coach who decides to be the CEO of a company?

Why Be The CEO?

As a coach, if you are not sitting in the chair of the 
Chief Executive Officer you are typically doing 
tasks that are not going to add to the growth of 
your company. If you are doing coaching, you 
are trading time for money and are not creating 
a sellable entity or one that can be passed on to 
your family.

If you are spending time and energy and your 
resources doing tasks that can be delegated then 
you are not seeing the big picture of how you can 
actually scale.

Let me share a case study.

I willl rename the client as Henri here.

Henri came to me with a successful coaching 
‘business’. When I asked him what do you do, he 
said, ‘I am an executive coach’. I already knew he 
did not own a company. I asked him to tell me 
who was on his team, what roles they played and 
to give me a task list of what he does in a typical 
week.

No surprise to me, he had an assistant and no one 
else on his team. His tasks ranged from making 
calls, talking to prospects, doing proposals, 
posting on social media, blogging, engaging on 
LinkedIn, reading and responding to emails and 
going on shows as a podcast guest and of course, 
doing client work.

Henri was successful, making about $300,000 
US per year. He was also tired working long hours 
and he saw no way to scale or to ever exit and 
retire.  Frankly, there was no to exit or eventually 
retire IF he kept running a business.

We shifted him to bring in a few other coaches 
who could do the work which allowed him more 
time freedom to actually be the CEO. We hired a 
social media team, lead generation team, stopped 
the blogging and podcasts which had no ROI for 
him and had his assistant triage email. We also 
added a team to speak with and close prospects 
and get proposals to interested parties.

Henri was scared that his business would fall 
apart. He thought he was going to have a lot 
of expenses and minimal ROI. I assured him 
this would not be the case having helped other 
coaches just like him for decades.  With his trust 
we made the changes.

What was the result?

1. By adding other coaches, he was able to 
bring in 2 more good size contracts as 
well as transition some of his current 
client load

2. He gained 10 hours a week of time 
freedom to be strategic and to work ON 
his company

3. His lead generation team had a funnel 
of qualified prospects

4. His sales team generated proposals and 
closed new prospects

5. His team generated content and he 
gained more of an audience

6. His income went up $55,000 in less 
than 3 weeks

7. He has time to create systems and 
processes so if he wants to sell or retire 
or pass on his company to his family in 
later years, he will be set up to do that

So Where do YOU Go from Here?

With this information in hand, you now have 
choices.

You can:

1. Do what you have been doing and have a 
business that is fully dependent on you.

2. Transition to owning a coaching 
company that extends beyond you.

Let me be transparent when I say, the issue I 
have had with the coaching profession for the 
past almost 30 years is many coaches do not 
understand business, sales, marketing and the 
distinction between starting a business and 
owning a company. 

You have a choice and I want you to decide if 
you want to create your own successful coaching 
company with more control, freedom and profit 
or not.
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ABOUT TERRI LEVINE

Terri Levine, PhD, is a business 
coach and the best-selling author 
of The Conversion Equation. She 
has appeared on every major 
television station, on the TEDx 
stage, and in publications such 
as Forbes and Fortune. Dr. Terri 
has worked with over 6,000 
clients worldwide to create their 
coaching businesses to impact 
more people, create more 
income and have more time 
freedom.

She, has created a movement 
at www.Heartrepreneur.com 
disrupting traditional marketing, 
advertising and selling methods. 
Her approach is doing business 
heart-to-heart with transparency, 
integrity and authenticity.

Daily she serves coaches with 
free training in her on line group.

www.facebook.com/groups/
heartrepreneurswithterrilevine/

Think about this... you can have a company where you have 
the ultimate income and lifestyle by learning the skills to 
transform how your company attracts, converts and retains 
clients as well as to build, manage and lead outstanding 
teams.

I know the fastest way to accelerate your coaching company 
and to help more people get your coaching services is for 
you to access faster, easier and proven step-by-step growth 
strategies. Those strategies depend on you having the time 
and mental capacity to be the Chief Executive Officer of 
your coaching company. This way you will succeed in a 
much larger scale with confidence and certainty.

Now Hear This!

You might not like what I am going to say, so be open and 
curious to hear this… ready?

The problem is that being an amazing coach doesn’t 
guarantee that you will be successful in business. Far from 
it.

You need to be an effective marketer, a smart strategist, a 
strong manager, an inspiring leader and even a data analyst.

The truth is that most coaches are not equipped with the 
skillset, toolset or mindset to build a successful company…
yet.

Moving your coaching from a business to a company is 
about executing a plan that contains the right company 
growth frameworks.

Instead of being a great coach how about becoming a peak 
performing CEO?

Building your
Organisation

by Mohammed EL-Arabi (Saudi Arabia)

The current pandemic situation is one such 
incident which created so much of uncertainty 
within organisations, people and their jobs.

Therefore, it is essential for organisations to 
make sure that they take the required steps to 
ensure they are ready to face challenging and 
uncertain situations that could come in various 
forms.

When it comes to an organisation, following are 
some key components that have a major impact 
towards an organisation’s growth, sustainability, 
and survival. 

They can be named as ‘The Leadership’, ‘The 
Operations’ and the ‘Teams’. 

Leadership is one of the most important factors 
that have a major contribution towards an 
organisation focus in achieving its vision and 
mission. Leadership has the most important role 
to play strategically to ensure the organisation 
is moving towards the right direction. A strong 
leadership is mandatory for the success of an 
organisation; however, strong leadership is one 
comment term which is misinterpreted very 
often.

Strong by any means, does not mean to be difficult 
on employees and drive things by command & 
making lives difficult for employees. Such models 
are not sustainable in the wrong run. 

A leader could be redefined as someone who is 
leading by action who walks the path as a role 
model to whom employees could look up to learn 
and improve what they do. Therefore, it is very 
important for leaders to understand and act upon 
in a manner which makes the job interesting for 
the employees but not a burden. 

The famous Vince Lombardi quote may be 
a familiar one to many of you where Vince 
elaborates as ‘Leaders are made, they are not 
born.’ This Quote is self-explanatory which 
simply outlines what it takes to make a great 
leader. 

Furthermore, people management could be 
named one of the most critical aspects a leader 
needs to focus to ensure he wins the hearts of his 
employees and to be accepted as a leader by the 
employees, not out of fear, but out of respect.

Operations are another key area of focus as it 
keeps the organisations running.

In this current age, organizations could face many threats coming in different forms which could 
have significant impact on the organisation and its sustainability.

https://heartrepreneur.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/heartrepreneurswithterrilevine/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/heartrepreneurswithterrilevine/
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Operations are quite a wide term which includes 
the entire organisation and how it functions to 
achieve the desired results and outcome. If there 
is a disruption to operations, it could simply 
affect the overall organisations from its market 
position to profitability to even its sustainability 
and survival. 

While a strong leadership is essential to drive 
things, a strong operation model is needed to 
ensure the directions given are executed in an 
efficient manner.

There has to be a clear and mature operation 
model that is capable of taking the organisation 
to great heights irrespective of the challenges 
that it could face on its way. Leadership and 
Operations are two aspects that are coupled very 
tightly. Each complements the other. 

Achieving operational excellence is the 
mandatory growth driver for any organisation. 
While there can be very mature operational 
models, it is also essential for these models to 
be very agile and also should have the ability to 
adapt very quickly into the changing needs & 
situations of the market and reacting very fast to 
any market conditions too.

Quick to adopt is one of the key aspects that have 
to be thought through in any operation model. 
Unless organisations change fast, they change to 
fail.

Third and the most important component that is 
crucial for is the teams. In other words the actual 
workforce that is putting the plans in to action.

As explained above a strong leadership with 
a mature & operational model would only be 
successful in the event if there are strong and 
powerful teams who could put plans into action. 
This is where the real action takes place. 

Teams should be able to live up to the expectations 
of the leadership by executing their directions 
provided with the support of the strong operation 
model in place. Interaction and collaboration 
among teams are key because it has a significant 
impact on the outcome of the organisation which 
has a direct link to the organisation’s profitability, 
sustainability and finally the survival.

Team contain generally large user groups and 
as we all know, individuals are unique. It’s quite 
challenging to make everyone think the same and 
act the same. However, for an organisation to be 
successful they need to have the right processes 
in place to ensure the teams are functioning in 
an optimum manner with improved efficiencies.

These three components are very crucial for an 
organisations growth and each needs to be given 
equal focus and attention to and when it comes to 
prominence & priority, it is very important that 
these three aspects are given equal prominence 
and equal priority too.

These three needs to be in sync and any 
compromise on any of these would surely affect 
the overall organisational outcome.

As part of the business coaching, I have come up 
with a very effective model that provides equal 
focus on all these areas and it provides a step-by-
step approach for organisations to improve on 
all of these aspects holistically.

Therefore, I strongly believe this would be very 
useful for organisations and I have made a 
handbook freely available for the benefit of the 
community and the organisations to help them 
improve.

I look forward that you would benefit from this 
and I believe it could help drive growth within 
your organisations and I am more than happy 
to extend further support to any organization in 
need.

For more details, please email:
itsm.elarabi@gmail.com

You Have To Come Up With 
Something Unique
by Anna Grechishkina iCN Journalist (Ukraine)

photo provided by the author

Until the new realities, the demands of the 
market and new bigger players jeopardized 
success and the very existence of QuoVadis. How 
to survive seemingly insuperable challenges… 
whether there is a place for small businesses at 
all in this highly competitive world … how life 
coaching can help. Thomas Flemming dwells on 
all the above in this interview.   

Anna Grechishkina (AG): How did 
you come up with the idea to build your 

own business? 

Thomas Flemming (TF): It started 
not actually as a business, but as a hobby, 

as a dream. My 
dream always was to 
travel. But working 
for someone and 
having just a normal 
vacation you can’t 
go too far. One day 
I got a chance to go 
to Africa for three 
months, in the Sahara 
desert, and that’s 
where this basic idea 
for QuoVadis came. 

I wanted a nice software to travel for my own. 
So I started programming because software 
development was a kind of hobby for me. I 
created a software which helped me to program 
the GPS devices which I had on the handlebar of 
my motorcycle. And this is basically QuoVadis, 
software which helps you to prepare at home 
routes and waypoints which you can use later on 
your GPS device. This is how it started. 

Quite soon this software, which I developed 
quickly for myself all of a sudden found interest 
from other people because this was just a time 
when the GPS devices started to spread on the 
market.

Thomas Flemming turned his passion into a business becoming one of the pioneers in the navigation 
software development. His company QuoVadis Software when created more than 20 years ago 
quickly won the market making it the unquestioned leader.

mailto:itsm.elarabi@gmail.com
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All of a sudden there was a business opportunity 
for me. I was the first guy who developed such 
kind of software. There were no Google Maps at 
that time. It was a kind of a historic moment. And 
we were selling a lot in those years, we actually 
ruled the market in Germany.

AG: But then something changed…?

TF: Yes. The turning point for us came 
with smartphones. This was like a 

lightning from a blue sky. And Google started to 
step on our toes. Our software originated from 
the background of the expedition. So it was not 
so easy to use. People needed some time to learn 
all the functions. It was never designed to be 
a mass product. And it was still far away from 
modern apps like nowadays. 

AG: So with the smartphones coming 
up, you had to reconsider a lot of things 

you were doing. How to deal with that, how to 
respond quickly to the demands of the market? 
And do you actually have to follow always the 
demands of the market or rather follow your 
own way?

TF: We lost lots of clients. But we 
also realised we need to jump into the 

smartphone market. That’s how we started 
to develop a smartphone app. I mean, the 
smartphone version of the previous desktop 
product. There’s one interesting point about 
this. I also started to like smartphones in the 
meantime. So actually I was not doing something 
I did not want because of the market. The market 
was not pushing me in a way which I did not feel 
like. The smart phones nowadays are so powerful 
and so much fun to have just all your routes and 
maps and the navigation on the smart phone that 
I don't miss the desktop version anymore. 

AG: Okay, but let's say that the market 
demands something that's does not 

match with your thinking or your preferences, 
but it brings a lot of money, on the other hand. 
The market offers a very good reward. But 
personally, it does not match with your values. 
What would you do? 

TF: We are managing both desktop and 
smartphone versions in the meantime. 

And both of these versions were used not only 
by travellers, but we had clients in Search and 
Rescue sphere, in exploring, surveying, and so 
on, completely different businesses which all of 
a sudden realised that the software was useful 
for them as well. And from that side came lots of 
demands to change the software, to put it more 
into the specific needs for those businesses. But 
I realised that I had to focus on the part which is 
my favourite and it was still travelling. So even 
though there was a demand from the market to 
go that direction, but I said no.

AG: You mentioned that you were actually 
the first to introduce this navigation 

software. Even before Google Maps. But now 
Google Maps is a huge corporation - competitor. 
How to survive next to the big monsters? What 
would you recommend for small businesses? 
Even the other day, I was thinking about small 
bakeries which do a great job, but many of them 
are just dying because they cannot compete 
with the big supermarkets. 

TF: You need a good business idea. If 
you work in a bakery let’s say, your cakes 

and bread should be different from those in the 
supermarket, your own idea, your own creativity.

And I believe it will work when you have your 
niche.

In our case we still have the software which is 
not comparative to anything else on the market. 
And it works. We have a small niche. We have 
our income still. I mean its fine for what I want, 
for the way I want to live. 

Many of our competitors, other small businesses 
had to close their businesses in these challenging 
times. And I would never say that it was their own 
fault. Definitely not. But I do believe that you can 
actually come up with other ideas. Sometimes we 
cannot change the situation around us, but we 
can change our mindset and we can change our 
attitudes. 

I even have a T-shirt ‘Never give up’. Sometimes 
it takes a while until the idea comes. Even if you 
need to struggle for some time, trust yourselves 
that you will make it through the dip. 

AG: I think that to have one’s own 
business is a dream of many. But I'm 

just wondering, can anyone start their own 
business? What kind of mindset do you need to 
have as a potential businessman?

TF: You lose at first for some period of 
time. You lose stability. You lose certainty. 

You are starting an adventure where you don't 
know where it leads you. It’s similar to when you 
are travelling, it is not that every day is nice and 
smooth. You can have an accident. You can get 
sick. There are lots of things which can go wrong. 
I really love this comparison between business 
and travelling, business is actually travelling 
and adventuring in some way. So to become a 
businessman, first you should have a mindset of 
an adventurer in a way. 

AG: Do you think that life coaching 
can help in building and growing your 

business?

TF: Yes, I do. Running a business means 
lots of challenges, means uncertainty, 

going through difficult phases and so on. And life 
coaching certainly helps to focus and to figure out 
what's happening inside of yourself and around. 
I have a personal experience with life coaching, 
and it resulted in, in less worries and more trust 
in myself.

I would say that coaching should be an integral 
part of every business, big or small. It would be 
very beneficial for the companies to have the 
issues between colleagues sorted out, between 
managers and employees, to find ways of 
communication, to talk, solve problems in the 
team. 

Life coaching is a very powerful tool according to 
my experience.

AG: What is QuoVadis up to for the near 
future?

TF: We are preparing now the new 
mobile application which is going to be 

just great. It's the best app we ever did. It's all 
the experience of all the different apps we made 
previously. It's all in one app and running on 
a modern smartphone. This will be our main 
product. And this is almost done. We are going 
to do our international marketing worldwide. 
In the past, we focused mostly on the German 
speaking countries - Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland. But now we are going to cover the 
whole world.  And we really hope that lots of 
travellers all over the world will benefit from it, 
will discover undetected roads, nice areas and 
enjoy travelling even more.

To see Anna’s full interview, you can watch it 
HERE.

https://vimeo.com/616172217
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A business has 2 main functions:

1. Delivering a product/service

2. Acquiring customers

Most business do well with #1. #2 is another 
story.

A survey of businesspeople was done, and they 
were asked:

Q: Do you drive a car?
A: Most replied: ‘Yes’

Q: How did you learn?
A: 1. I went to a driving school
     2. Someone taught me and
     3. All of the above.

Q: Do you network or attempt to 
network?
A: ‘Oh yes of course!’

Q: ‘How did you learn how to 
network?’
A: 1. ‘Uh, uh… I just walked in the room’   
     2. ‘Uh, uh… someone pushed me in 
the room’.

We would not dare take a car key and hand 
it to a 16-year-old and tell him ‘Go ahead, 
drive the car’. However, that is the deal 
most of us got when it comes to networking! 

What does this have to do with the above IRS’ 
statement? The answer is: ‘EVERYTHING!’

Per our years of research in business development 
we have isolated a thing we call ‘The Business 
Development Sequence’. And it goes:

1. NETWORKING

2. PROMOTION/MARETING

3. SALES

All in that precise and exact order. 
And that is how you go about getting, 
procuring or developing business 
anywhere and everywhere.

Allow us to walk you through it. At a Chamber of 
Commerce networking function, businesspeople 
were asked:

Q: ‘Who is here to sell something?’
A: All the hands went up

Q: ‘Who is here to buy something?’
A: All the hands went quickly down

Keep in mind that they were at a networking 
event.
Now I you have been in business for more than 24 
hours, then you must have heard the expression: 
‘The elevator speech’. What is the ‘Elevator 
speech’? It’s what we say to promote ourselves, 
our products/services or our company.

As one can see per the above, most people go out 
to either sell or promote their products/services.

At one of our recent conference, an attendee had 
a realisation and screamed: ‘The government has 
sales programs and marketing programs, but no 
networking programs at all’.

Suffice to say that all that take place under the 
name of ‘Networking’ on the entire planet is 
sales (covertly or overtly) and/or Promotion. We 
just really never graduated to Networking itself. 
In fact, even the definition of ‘networking’ in 
the dictionary is incorrect. Allow us to add that 
throughout all our years of research and testing, 
we have NEVER found stated anywhere, the 
purpose of Networking.

What is it? What is it for? We could not find 
the answers to these basic and fundamental 
questions anywhere under the sun, moon and 
stars.

Yes Networking, as one can see per the above 
sequence, is the entrance point to business 
development. As a result, the door is close to shut 
at the entrance point. And very few get through 
and this explains the proverbial ‘6% only’ that 
drove the IRS into apathy about it all.

The good news is that now, we have the answers 
and, the future is bright.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE
OF NETWORKING?

The purpose Networking is: ‘To create 
acceptance’. No more. No less. Once this is done, 
you can then promote your services and the 
person you are talking to is ready and willing to 
listen to you. Once you are done, they will or not 
buy your product/service. But if they don’t, since 
you have created acceptance, they will most 
likely be willing to introduce you to the people 
who could use your product/service.

WHAT IS A WORKABLE DEFINITION 
OF NETWORKING?

Well, one of the best ways to define something is 
to compare it to something else. Let’s take Sales. 
I want you to get a pen. I would get money from 
you and give you the pen in exchange. However, 
if I was networking with you, everything I do will 
be, so YOU move your product/service or achieve 
your goals. We added ‘achieve your goals’ as we 
have some organizations such as non-profit and 
money or moving products may not be their 
goal(s). 

This is simply a summary of a small aspect 
of a body of work we have put together. Still 
understanding and applying the above data will 
be of great help and assistance YOU. The truth of 
the matter is that the above sequence is a natural 
cycle.  Just like with any natural law, its violation 
can be very costly. 
Over to you!

We have a problem. The IRS reports decades after decades, that ‘Only 6% of the businesses make a 
6-figure annually’.

Is Your Networking 
Helping or Hurting You?

by Basile Lemba (USA)

Basile Lemba, Leading Networking Authority
Founder of The Networking Institute
basile@basilelemba.net
US: 571-263-4190

mailto:basile@basilelemba.net
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The Alpha Group mission is to help 1 mil SMEs
worldwide to double the value of their business and
dominate their marketplace. Join us as a Regional
Director and help the Alpha Group members make
strategic decisions and transform themselves and
their business.

We are looking for motivational, inspiring leaders,
like yourself! Get ready to transform the performance
of businesses and impact the productivity of your
peers’ organisations through focused meetings,
practical training and valuable business support.

As a Regional Director you will have an exclusive area,
town or part of a city and no other member of The
Alpha Group will operate in your area. With the Alpha
Group team support you will recruit and develop the
group to the optimum of 20 members.

You will get trained to manage invaluable business
strategy workshops using our unique high impact
FastGrowth workbooks and facilitate masterminds
where members get the opportunity to present a
current business situation to their peers.

Meetings are inspiring, helpful, uplifting, motivating,
advising. Are you ready?

 
We are 

accepting 
applications for 

Regional Directors 
who are committed 

to achieve 
transformational 

change for their members.
 

    The application process consists 
in a two-stage interview, 
followed by an extensive 

training period.
 

Contact us for more details:

COLIN LINDSAY 
The Alpha Group Managing Director

07795976292 | colin.lindsay@the-alpha-group.biz

Exlcusive Peer-to-Peer Executive
Boards helping SMEs worldwide
solve difficult challenges, evaluate
opportunities and develop effective
strategies for better professional
and business performance.

www.the-alpha-group.biz

Become a
Regional Director

with The Alpha Group

Have a passion and desire to coach and help
business owners grow and succeed
Want to enjoy the freedom and flexibility of being
your own boss
Want a business coaching model with superb
cash flow as well as wealth building opportunities
Want to be independent, but not alone
Want to join forces with the future global leaders
of the peer-to-peer boardroom industry
Want access to the world’s best system for
increasing value of small- to mid- sized businesses

Successful Alpha Group Regional Directors:

SCAN FOR 
MORE 

INFORMATION

How to Create the Health, Vitality 
and Energy you Deserve

by Barbara Mutedzi (Zimbabwe)

Container 1: Morning routine

There has been so many research articles around 
the positive effects of cultivating a morning 
routine. In many regards, this is a form of self-
care. If you are running on fumes, the level to 
which you lead and serve those around you, is 
the level to which those fumes are able to give 
out. If you are leading from a space of connection 
with the self, you are able to lead and serve more 
authentically, with more joy and energy. A solid 
morning routine, should include, journaling, 
engaging in your spiritual activity (praying, 
meditation, etc), reading something uplifting 
and inspirational and exercise.

Our minds and brains are clearer in the early 
hours of the morning before the day starts. 
Keeping a journal and an alarm clock set to the 
same time by your bed each night, with your 
exercise clothes laid out the evening before, 
is helpful in taking advantage of your brain’s 
frequency. 

Journaling allows you to clearly write down 
your goals, thoughts, dreams, and anything 
that speaks to you. It allows you to reflect on 
the direction your life is taking and what you 
may need to do to change direction, celebrate or 
accelerate. All this, gives space for your mental 
and emotional health. 

Engaging in your spiritual activity helps you 
connect with your higher spiritual being or 
whatever you call your higher power or inner 
being. There is an inner and higher guiding force 
in and around us that knows our purpose in all 
we do. Tapping into that higher power allows us 
a strong and meaningful anchor that keeps us 
grounded through the day. It reminds us when 
we stumble, fall or face adversities, that there 
is always more to life. It allows us to celebrate 
ourselves as part of the whole. Whatever it is for 
you, make time for that higher level connection.

Morning time is a good time to read something 
that is inspirational and uplifting. 

We can only lead others to the level to which we are, whether in the home, office, business world, 
community or nation. We cannot give out to others, what we ourselves don’t have. Health is 
important. And not just physical health, all health. In this article, we are going to encase health in 
four (4) ‘containers’ that will provide you with simple, but effective ways in which you can create the 
health, vitality and energy you not only deserve, but need to flourish in your personal, professional 
and business life.

mailto:colin.lindsay@the-alpha-group.biz
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Your brain waves are stronger and so retain 
information at higher levels than any other time 
of day. This would be a good time to read scripture 
or any other self-affirming work that feeds your 
soul, your being and what you are striving to be 
in your personal, professional and business life. 
This is mind brain health.

Exercising allows us to produce ‘happy’ and 
‘calming’ hormones that help us face the day 
with more energy. The more of these happy and 
calming hormones in our system, the less space 
there is for stress. Stress hormones reduce our 
productivity and decision making processes. 
They tire us out, slow us down and place our 
system in fight or flight mode, which means we 
stop engaging in our conscious, forward moving 
and productive space. We become impatient and 
not very helpful. Exercise helps decrease stress 
hormones by producing counteracting and 
uplifting happy hormones.  

Your physical health is therefore important. 
Make sure you engage in activities that you 
enjoy doing. In that way, you are more prone to 
engaging in exercises more often. Are you a team 
sports person, or do you like to exercise alone? 
What activities do you like to do? Do those often. 
Start slowly, then build up. Maintain and vary it 
from here to there so that you don’t lose interest. 
Everything feeds into the other.

Container 2: Evening routine

The evening routine is usually overlooked by a 
lot of people. What I find is important for the 
evening routine is two-fold. An appreciation of 
today and a preparation for tomorrow. Take time 
out at the end of the day, not right before you 
go to bed, because in most cases you may be too 
tired to follow through, but perhaps just before 
your last meal of the day. 

Make sure your journal, inspirational book and 
alarm clock are by your bedside. Make sure your 
exercise clothes for tomorrow are all laid out. 
Take out your calendar for the next day, and 
confirm all the appointments and meetings you 
have, so that tomorrow, all you have to do is to 
wake up and get going. It is advisable to know 
exactly what you need to be doing tomorrow, as 
much as is possible, before you go to bed.

Switch off all electronics at least 1-2 hours before 
bed, more if possible. You need to allow your 
brain to start producing sleep hormones that will 
allow you a good quality sleep so you can wake up 
feeling fresh and ready to tackle the day. It takes 
about 45 minutes for your brain to produce sleep 
hormones that will lend to good quality and deep 
sleep. If you switch off screens just before bed, 
the 45 minutes cuts into quality sleep time. 

Container 3: Weekly routine

A super productive action is to look at your 
weekly schedule on a Sunday before the work 
week. What do you want to accomplish this 
week? Has it been diarized and have you made 
sure you have the resources for what it is you 
want to achieve? You don’t want to be running 
around looking for the resources for an activity 
that is due. This eats into the time for the actual 
activity, which reduces its quality. 

Make sure you have enough clothes for exercise, 
your clock, book and journal are permanently by 
your bedside, all appointments are confirmed 
with meeting times and venues or online links 
provided. You know the purpose and outcomes 
expected from the meetings and all other things 
are in place. Your week is set, with open room for 
any variables to be accommodated.

A step further in terms of relationship health, is to 
make sure that there is a specific day set aside for 
the important relationships in your life. Do you 
have a date night with your romantic partner? 
Do you have time for your children? Do you have 
time for friends and extended family members? 
We need to set aside time to nurture the people 
important and close to us. This feeds into our 
emotional, social and mental health. List those 
who are important to you, then carve out specific 
non-movable time for them at least once a week.

All of the above allows for a calmer, more 
prepared person that contributes at a higher 
level. Your mental and emotional health is taken 
care of, as is your physical health. Your spiritual 
and relationship health are taken care of on an 
everyday or weekly basis. This frees up more 
time, to start to look at other facets of your well-
being as well as the resources we need to make 
sure we are engaging in related activities. Once 
we have a set routine for each week, we can 
expand into the month.

Container 4: Monthly routine

The more you plan ahead, the more productive 
you are. What comes to mind when we speak of 
the month is the payment of bills. We know what 
needs to be paid. Have we put together a budget, 
a financial plan? Have we placed debit orders 
to make sure transfers are automated from our 
accounts so we don’t have to worry about having 
to pay recurring monthly bills such as groceries, 
tax, rent, amenities and salaries? Once set up, 
we reduce the monthly ‘To do’ list. The more 
free time we have, the more we can re-align our 
financial health where we need to. 

One of the things that is also helpful beyond 
automating bill payments, is paying all bills, as 
much as is possible in advance up to a year. This 
means that for that year, my energies are focused 
elsewhere. The money I make in the meantime, 
goes into investments that will make more in 
preparation for the future. This increases your 
financial health, your sense of security and 
contribution. 

Conclusion

The day is scheduled in advance, you prepare 
your mind and brain in advance, your week and 
month is set, and as far as is possible, your year 
or more. The more we automate and delegate, 
the more we are able to actually live and be. What 
other aspects of your health can you add to all the 
above? What can you do to start implementing 
them into your schedule? Where and from 
whom can you seek help from to start creating 
the health, vitality and energy you deserve? This 
would be a good place to start. Wishing you good 
health all around!

ABOUT BARBARA MUTEDZI

Barbara Mutedzi is a Conscious 
Leadership Coach trained in Neuroscience-
based coaching (study of the mind and 
brain for higher performance; a course 
accredited by the International Coach 
Federation – ICF). With a background 
in Health and Community Psychology; 
Socio-cultural and Medical Anthropology, 
Barbara helps people become better 
versions of themselves, by helping them 
tap into their inner wisdom for higher 
level leadership of the self and others. 
Specific to Business owners and Leaders, 
Barbara’s focus is on sharpening their 
Conscious leadership skills for higher 
performance, impact and profit on 
purpose. Barbara is a transformational 
speaker, author and self-proclaimed 
Human Catalyst.
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   3 Multitasking is the death of productivity. 

Many people feel they are more productive when they 
have multiple irons in the fire; fact is, you are less 
productive when you focus on more than one task 
at a time. The reason is because it takes time to start 
and stop and get involved in a task and when you are 
doing more than one task you will waste precious time 
gearing up for the new task while winding down from 
the current one. 

   4 Embrace the power of ‘no.’ 

To be more productive is to get more done on your 
current tasks that only you can do and lead to 
generating revenue. It does not mean that because you 
are now productive you will want to say ‘yes’ to every 
request that comes your way. Saying ‘no thank you’ is 
a great way to focus on your core business and not be 
distracted by projects that are outside of you making 
money. You can always say ‘yes’ later, if you really want 
to do something.

   5 Speaking of distractions. 

If you work from home, distractions are, well, 
distracting! They take you from your work and make 
you less than productive. The vacuuming, dog walking, 
laundry, errands… they all can distract you when you 
work from home. If you work in an office, your staff can 
be distractions. People popping their heads into your 
door just to say hi or pick your brain will take you away 
from the tasks at hand and will keep you from being as 
productive as you could be. If you work from home set 
up specific office hours and let friends and family know 
you are not available to always go out to lunch or run 
errands for them. Do your laundry and household tasks 
on your lunch breaks or after working hours. 

What if this statistic is true? Every 11 minutes you are 
distracted or interrupted by someone or something 
that takes your focus away from what you are currently 
doing. Then it takes approximately 30 minutes to go 
back and get refocused on where you were to then begin 
again.  If this is true or close to reality, what would have 
to happen to not let this be true in your life?

To download a Free Sample Prioritised Action List 
(PAL) that everyone in your office can use, go to 
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/pal-sample/, 
or use your To Do List, or Task List in your contact 
management system, if you have one.
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7 Productivity Tips for 
Business Professionals 

and Entrepreneurs
by Anne Bachrach (USA)

If you sometimes feel like you want to let the 
balls drop where they may, here are seven tips 
that can help amp up your productivity and help 
rid yourself of that feeling of continual juggling. 
There are days that a reminder of some basic 
productivity tips will help you catch your breath 
and remember why you love your business and 
started it in the first place! 

Below are seven of my favourite tips. Incorporate 
the ones you need first to help you accelerate your 
results. Drop those that simply don’t serve you or 
you are already doing well. Modify them to suit 
your unique work style. Read each one and see 
how they might help you feel more productive 
and in control, and less frantic. 

   1 Time blocking helps. 

Time blocking is a productivity method in which 
you set aside specific times of the day to work 
on specific projects or activities. Those projects 
that require the most brain power and creativity 
should be done during those hours when you are 
at your peak and when you are most productive. 
Do you know which hours are you most 
productive? Morning, afternoon, early evening? 
Determine those hours, then set up mini blocks 
of scheduled time throughout your day to work 
on specific tasks. 

For example: From 8 am to 10 am make 50 
prospect calls that can generate revenue. You 
want to call these people with a specific script and 
an expected outcome.  During your time blocks, 
turn off email and social media notifications, and 
be laser focused on the task in your time block. 
Don’t let calls come through to you during your 
time blocks. Phone appointments to return calls 
are ideal during the call back time block.

   2 Be accountable. 

You can be accountable to yourself or you can 
have an ‘accountability buddy or buddies.’ This 
is a person (or people) to whom you will be 
accountable for getting tasks done. This is a great 
way to find a new colleague with whom you can 
connect and build a working relationship as well 
as helping and motivating one another to get 
tasks completed on time. 

To review 4 different types of accountability 
coaching options and decide which one might 
be of the most value to you, so you can achieve 
your goals and enjoy the kind of business 
and life you truly want, go to https://www.
accountabilitycoach.com/coaching/

As an entrepreneur, most days feel like you are juggling multiple balls. As you struggle to keep them 
all in the air you may be asking yourself… is it worth it? 

https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching/
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   6 Write it down.

 If you write down tasks, project steps and other items 
you need to do on a regular basis, you are more likely 
to get it done. When you’re hoping to remember what 
you need to do and are just letting tasks float around in 
the ether without being written down it is easy to feel 
overwhelmed that you have too much to do and not 
enough time to do it, then you procrastinate. When you 
make a list and make note of all the projects you have 
to complete, you feel more in control and will be more 
productive. Writing a list and writing items down will 
also help assure you don’t miss any deadlines. You can 
use your contact management system, Outlook, or my 
Prioritised Action List (PAL) to help you. 
 
   7 Take a break.

It may seem counter intuitive to get away from your 
desk and take a break, but in truth, you need to give 
yourself some breathing room. When you are feeling 
overwhelmed, you are not as productive as you should 
be and need to be, taking a break will clear your head. 
Also, in order to be a productive entrepreneur, you need 
to be a healthy entrepreneur. Sitting all day without a 
break is not good for your health. Get up. Get moving. 
Your brain and body will thank you. 

What is your favourite productivity tool or method of 
these seven? Where do you struggle the most when it 
comes to productivity? Which one or ones will you 
implement to use even better to help you be even more 
efficient and effective? I would love to know, so I might 
be able to help you. 

Get my free audio training, Focus on Your High 
Payoff Activities and Achieve Your Goals Using 
Effective Time Management, by going to https://
www.accountabilitycoach.com/landing/

To download your complimentary meeting 
agenda and action item worksheet template, go 
to http://tinyurl.com/yy24484q.

ABOUT ANNE M. BACHRACH

Anne M. Bachrach is known as 
The Accountability Coach™.  She has 
over 23 years of experience training 
and coaching.  Business owners and 
entrepreneurs who utilise Anne’s 
proven systems and processes work 
less, make more money, and have a 
more balanced and successful life. 

Anne is the author of the books, 
Excuses Don’t Count; Results Rule!, 
and Live Life with No Regrets; How 
the Choices We Make Impact Our 
Lives, No Excuses!, and The Work Life 
Balance Emergency Kit.

Go to www.accountabilitycoach.com/
Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/ 
and get 3 FREE gifts including a special 
report on 10 Power Tips for Getting 
Focused, Organised, and Achieving 
Your Goals Now.  Join the FREE Silver 
Inner Circle Membership today and 
receive 10% off on all products and 
services, in addition to having access 
to assessments and high-content 
resources to help you achieve your 
goals so you can experience a more 
balanced and successful life (https://
www.accountabi l i tycoach.com/
coaching-store/inner-circle-store/).

3 DOs and
3 DON’Ts
So That Your Sales
Go Through
The Roof!
by Iveta Zaklasnikova (UK)

DON’T NUMBER 1:
DO NOT SELL LIFE COACHING

If you have been in the business for more than 48 
hours you might have noticed that people have 
no freaking idea what you do. Does not matter if 
you say you are a life coach or a transformational 
coach - that’s the same thing in my opinion. 

What to do instead? 

Find a niche and position yourself as an expert in 
one area - health, relationships, business, career, 
etc. If you try to serve everyone, you will end up 
building a hobby not a business. 

DON’T NUMBER 2:
DO NOT SELL PER HOUR

Therapists, lawyers, or accountants make 
money and charge per hour because people 
understand what they do.

But that’s not the case with coaching. You want 
to create a package, or an offer, with a clear 
outcome based on what your niche wants. 
Just a few examples:

• You have gained 5 kilos during the 
pandemic and my package (coaching 
and an online course) will help you to 
lose it in less than 4 months.

• Do you get super anxious about giving 
a presentation in front of colleagues? I 
will help you become a confident and 
calm presenter in just 8 weeks.

DON’T NUMBER 3:
STOP THE BLOODY PERFECTIONISM

This is a killer for so many businesses. And the 
funny thing is, perfectionism is not even real! It’s 
an illusion that we believe in our heads.

Look, you might write an article and spend 3 
hours on it and then finally feel like it’s perfect! 
But someone else might read it and think it’s an 
average piece of writing. You see, perfectionism 
is subjective. 

What to do instead? 

Let’s start with the DON’Ts. I always get so passionate about these as it makes me upset when I see 
coaches wasting their precious time (and sometimes money too

https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/landing/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/landing/
http://tinyurl.com/yy24484q
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/Achieve.Your.Goals.Free.Gifts.Now/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/
https://www.accountabilitycoach.com/coaching-store/inner-circle-store/
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What I teach my clients is to work from the place 
of ‘80%’ perfect. 

Does the article feel 80% perfect? Cool, hit the 
‘send’ button. Is the presentation you are creating 
for your next workshop 80% perfect? Cool, you 
are done.

You wll get things done way faster! 

DO NUMBER 1:
FOCUS ON ONE PLATFORM

Focus on one social media platform. Master it 
first, attract TONS of clients from the platform, 
and then move on to the next social media 
platform. 

Why? 

Social media are built in a way that we spend as 
much time as possible on them. Mark Zuckerberg 
wants us to spend hours on FB and IG because 
the more time we spend on them, the more 
money he makes from advertising. 

Therefore, with all that noise, notifications, and 
messages - you know what I mean - it’s very easy 
to get overwhelmed and exhausted.

DO NUMBER 2:
 BE CONSISTENT

Oh, this is probably what every business coach 
and mentor will tell you. But you know what? 
They are right. 

You want to build momentum, show up online 
consistently, reach out to people daily and write 
content every day. 

If you could just take one thing from this article, I 
would like it to be what I have learned from being 
a serial entrepreneur: Consistency is freedom. 

DO NUMBER 3:
COLLECT TESTIMONIALS

What really helps you big time to market your 
business is to collect as many testimonials as 
possible from day one.

Nothing is going to build your credibility faster 
than your clients sharing a video of how you 
helped them. 

ABOUT IVETA ZAKLASNIKOVA

Iveta Zaklasnikova is a No B.S. 
Business Coach for Adventurous Spirits 
(Coaches/Therapists/Healers).

She helps her clients get FULLY BOOKED 
in 111 days without paid ads by blending 
strategy, energy work and brain science. 

Check out her website: https://www.
ivetazaklasnikova.com/ and if you’re 
ready to ditch the constant hustle and 
learn how to bring a consistent stream of 
clients your way, contact her on her SM:

FB: www.facebook.com/ivetazakl/
LI:  linkedin.com/in/ivetazaklasnikova/
IG: instagram.com/ivetazaklasnikova/

What My Resolution in Ethical 
Dilemmas in Coaching Revealed

by Maria Biquet (Greece)

This survey was implemented with the support of EMCC Global and published in January 2015 
(https://www.emccbooks.org/product/research-ethical-dilemmas-in-coaching-today)

There is a lot of documentation about dilemmas 
in coaching. Dilemmas could be ethical or 
professional; they are the proof that we can still 
question the world around us, our work and 
capabilities, and our own thinking. The ways in 
which we address them can be the basis of our 
evolution as professionals, citizens, and human 
beings. 

Some of the key findings of the survey:

1. 87% are over 45 years old

2. 34.3% men and 64.9% women

3. 71% of participants have a Masters or PhD

4. Never had a dilemma in their coaching 
practice (7.3%) 

5. Had a dilemma in the last month (28%) 

6. Had a dilemma in the last six months 
(31.5%)

7. 72% had 1-4 dilemmas in the last 12 
months (72%) 

The participants were asked to choose up to three 
of their most recent dilemmas:

• ‘Managing own weaknesses’ (39.6%) 

• ‘Conflicting interests between sponsor 
and coachee’ (33.2%) 

• ‘Working with a client who diverts from 
the goals that have been agreed with 
their sponsoring organisation’ (30%)

• Confidentiality issues in the 
organisational environment’ (26.8%)

• ‘Managing boundaries of the coaching 
profession’ (25.9%)

• ‘Managing relations in an organisation’ 
(24.7%)

8. The main root cause of dilemmas they 
declared is ‘Clash between my value 
system and the value system of my client’ 
(42%) 

9. The biggest risks of a wrong decision in 
handling a dilemma are: 

 ► ‘Losing trust with the coachee or the 
sponsor’ (47.8%)

 ► ‘Doing harm to the client’s 
development’ (42.2%) and 

 ► ‘Damage of my credibility as a 
professional’ (40.2%)

https://www.ivetazaklasnikova.com
https://www.ivetazaklasnikova.com
http://www.facebook.com/ivetazakl/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ivetazaklasnikova/
http://www.instagram.com/ivetazaklasnikova/
https://www.emccbooks.org/product/research-ethical-dilemmas-in-coaching-today


10. Participants’ solution to handle dilemmas 
are:

 ► ‘Supervision’ as first choice (72.3%)

 ► ‘Reflection on the issue (62.9%) 

 ► And lower in the list of preference are 
‘discussing/recontracting with the 
client’ (45.4%) and ‘Discussion with 
trusted colleagues’ (42.2%).

11. If they faced a dilemma again, they would 
discuss it at supervision (79.5%).

Key conclusions of the survey

• Coaches have dilemmas about their own 
weaknesses, conflicting interests, their 
clients’ changing goals, confidentiality 
and others which they prefer to manage 
with the support of supervision.

• Dilemmas slightly differ between the 
genders and professional experience 
and seems that there is an almost steady 
percentage of people who never have 
dilemmas. 

• The type of dilemmas changes 
significantly over time; experienced 
coaches have different dilemmas from 
novice ones. Also, there are differences 
between the genders in the predominant 
dilemmas.

• The clash of values between the coach 
and the coachee is the most common 
source of a dilemma.

You may find the full report with more interesting 
information and details in the Survey Study on 
Ethical Dilemmas in Coaching Today here. 

You may contact me 
directly for more 

information, ideas 
and comments!
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ABOUT MARIA BIQUET

Business Consultant | Executive Coach, 
Neurocoaching Expert 
Author | Coaching Supervisor & Trainer
www.mariabiquet.com | e: maria@
mariabiquet.com | t: +30 6944 889526 

Maria Biquet is an experienced Business 
Consultant and Executive Coach with vast 
experience from diverse business fields. 
She has worked with senior executives 
from different countries in the private 
sector, the public sector and international 
NGO’s. In the last 25 years she has worked 
for multinational companies in strategic 
marketing positions and led start – up 
projects for setting up new companies. 
She brings knowledge of diverse business 
sectors such as Telecommunications, 
Automotive, Retail Financing, Insurance, 
Banking and Consulting.

Maria holds an MBA-International Marketing 
from Sunderland University – UK, a BA in 
Literature and Linguistics from the University 
of Athens – GR and a Diploma in Coaching 
from the Coaching Institute – UK, and has 
an advanced certification as neuro-coach 
by NeuroBusinessGroup in the USA and a 
Certified Master Coach by the CAC (Centre 
for Advanced Coaching) in the USA. 

EMCC Accredited Senior Practitioner Coach, 
VP Marketing Communications of HCA/
EMCC Greece since Jan 2018 and Senior 
Researcher on Ethics in EMCC (European 
Mentoring & Coaching Council) since 2018. 
Author in ‘The Good Coach’ Professional 
Coaching blog since 2017.
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